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WALKING TOUR - SAN MARCO/ SANTA MARIA FORMOSA

 

Explore the heart of Venice joining our daily guided tours: - the morning tour of San Marco square, worldwide known for its unique beauty and architecture. You 
will discover San Marco Basilica with its imposing campanile and the enchanting Palazzo Ducale  (entrances are not included). 
What’s included: Professional guide Headset if necessary 
What's not included: Transportation Hotel pick up/drop off Extras  
Duration: 1 hour 30’  
Operating days: Daily at 09h00 am, - apply 15 minutes before 
Not operating: 25 december, 1 january  
Meeting point:  Campo San Luca in front of Bucintoro agency
Languages: 01/11/15-31/03/16   English: daily /Spanish: W-SA-SU / German: MO-F / French: TU-TH-SA
                01/04/16-31/10/16 multilingual: English, Spanish, German, French  

Adult € 28,00             Child 0-6 years free of chargePrice per person

Price per person

THE DOGES’ PALACE 

Adult € 39,00             Child 0-6 years free of charge

Price per person

THE GOLDEN BASILICA - SAN MARCO BASILICA
A guided tour in one of the most majestic cathedrals of the world! On this tour, escorted by a Tour Guide prepared in accordance with the Curia of 
Venice, enjoy a full visit of this masterpiece of byzantine art, unique of its kind in Italy, you'll have the pleasure to savour beautiful gold mosaics and marble 
inlays of the floors, sitting comfortably while our guide will show you the represented biblical scenes, the history and the particularities of this ancient 
basilica. Admire The Pala d'oro, exquisite example of the byzantine art with its thousands of gems and precious stones; enjoy the view of the Treasury, a 
splendor of the religious art collected along the centuries.  
What’s included: Professional guide Ticket Headset if necessary  
What's not included: Transportation Hotel pick up/drop off Extras  
Duration: 1 hour   
Operating days: Daily except Sunday at 12h00 am - apply 15 minutes before  
Meeting point: YEX office, under the Clock Tower, San Marco square  
Languages: 01/11/15-31/03/16 English: daily/Spanish: W-SA / German: MO-F / French: TU-THU-SA 
 01/04/16-31/10/16 multilingual: English, Spanish, German, French  

Adult € 25,00             Child 0-6 years free of charge

Multilingual sightseeing tours in Venice 

The Palazzo Ducale represented for centuries the seat of the Venetian political power. In his splendid rooms, plastered and immersed in hundreds 
of masterpieces of painting, the Duke and his Council controlled the fate of a thousand-year history republic. You’ll live it together with a Guide 
that will show you the halls of power, plunging you in a very particular historical context: the European Middle Ages and the immediately following 
centuries. You’ll be surprised of the rich details of the gold staircase, of the realism of the scenes depicted by many artists who have decorated this 
building, you will relive the anguish of the prisoners crossing the famous Bridge of Sighs, and entering the Venetian prisons, famous for hosting Giaco-
mo Casanova. An unforgettable tour not to be missed!  

What’s included: Professional guide Ticket Headset if necessary   What's not included: Transportation Hotel pick up/drop off Extras
Duration: 1 hour     Operating days: Daily at 11h00 am - apply 15 minutes before  

Meeting point: YEX office, under the Clock Tower, San Marco square  

Languages: 01/11/15-31/03/16 English: daily/Spanish: W-SA-SU / German: MO-F / French: TU-THU-SA 
 01/04/16-31/10/16 multilingual: English, Spanish, German, French
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DISCOVER VENICE & GONDOLA RIDE - SAN MARCO SQUARE/RIALTO BRIDGE

 

A romantic and relaxing afternoon. Outdoors visit with the Tourist Guide of the area between Piazza San Marco and the Rialto Bridge, passing by 
some special places: Teatro la Fenice, Scala del Bovolo, Rialto Bridge. And then our guide will take you to a gondola dock, where you can enjoy a 
trip on the most beautifil boat in the world, the gondola.  
What’s included: Professional guide Headset if necessary  
What's not included: Transportation Hotel pick up/drop off Extras 
Duration: 2 hours   
Operating days: Daily at 15h00 pm - apply 15 minutes before  
Meeting point: Campo San Luca in front of Bucintoro agency  
Languages: 01/11/15-31/10/16 multilingual: English, Spanish  

Adult € 51,00        Child 0-6 years free of charge  Price per person

Price per person

GONDOLA RIDE SAN MARCO SQUARE/RIALTO BRIDGE
Enjoy Venice from the privileged view of a gondola, accompanied by its gentle movements. Tour includes a ride along Canal Grande and minor canals 
around San Marco square and Rialto.   
What’s included: Gondola tour  
What's not included: Transportation Hotel pick up/drop off Extras  
Duration: 30’   
Operating days: Daily at 12.00 pm - apply 15 minutes before  
Meeting point: Campo San Luca in front of Bucintoro agency  
Languages: no explication during the ride  

Adult € 36,00        Child 0-2 years free of charge  

Adult € 30,00        Child 0-6 years free of charge  

CANAL GRANDE GUIDED TOUR
Tour by motor launch along the major canal of Venice: the Canal Grande. You will admire the magnificent palaces faced on it, whose wide-ranging 
architectural styles embrace the Byzantine, Florid Gothic, Renaissance and Baroque. Our guide will make you discover all the beauty of a city built on 
water, its sumptuous palaces and monumental buildings, churches, fascinating gardens, campi and campielli.  
What’s included: Professional guide  
What's not included: Hotel pick up/drop off Extras  
Duration: 1 hour  
Operating days: Daily at 3.30 pm - apply 15 minutes before  
Meeting point: Alilaguna ticket office, San Marco Giardini Reali  
Languages: 01/11/15-31/10/16 multilingual: English, Spanish  

Multilingual sightseeing tours in Venice 

Prix par personne

Price per person
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GONDOLA SERENADE
Enjoy Venice from the privileged view of a gondola, accompanied by its gentle movements. Tour includes a ride along Canal Grande and minor canals 
around San Marco square and Rialto enriched by melodies of a musician and a singer.  
What’s included: Gondola ride with musician and singer  
What's not included: Hotel pick up/drop off Extras  
Duration: 30’  
Operating days: 01/11/15-31/03/16 Daily at 3.30 pm - apply 15 minutes before 01/04/16-31/10/16 Daily at 6.30 pm - apply 15 minutes before  
Meeting point: Gondolas standing Santa Maria del Giglio (beside Hotel Gritti)  
Languages: no explication during the ride  

 

Price per person

DUCAL VENICE,
SAN MARCO/ SANTA MARIA FORMOSA/ MARCO POLO HOUSE/DOGES’ PALACE •VISIT•
Explore the heart of Venice joining our daily guided tours: - the morning tour of San Marco square, worldwide known for its unique beauty and architectu-
re. You will discover San Marco Basilica with its imposing campanile and the enchanting Palazzo Ducale  (entrances are not included). The Palazzo Ducale 
represented for centuries the seat of the Venetian political power. In his splendid rooms, plastered and immersed in hundreds of masterpieces of painting, 
the Duke and his Council controlled the fate of a thousand-year history republic. You’ll live it together with a Guide that will show you the halls of power, 
plunging you in a very particular historical context: the European Middle Ages and the immediately following centuries. You’ll be surprised of the rich details 
of the gold staircase, of the realism of the scenes depicted by many artists who have decorated this building, you will relive the anguish of the prisoners 
crossing the famous Bridge of Sighs, and entering the Venetian prisons, famous for hosting Giacomo Casanova. An unforgettable tour not to be missed!  
What’s included: Professional guide Ticket Headset if necessary  
What's not included: Transportation Hotel pick up/drop off Extras  Duration: 3 hours  
Operating days: Daily at 09h00 am - apply 15 minutes before Not operating: 25 december, 1 january,   
Meeting point: YEX office, under the Clock Tower, San Marco square  
Languages: 01/11/15-31/03/16 English: daily/Spanish: W-SA-SU / German: MO-F / French: TU-THU-SA 
                 01/04/16-31/10/16 multilingual: English, Spanish, German, French  

Adult € 62,00             Child 0-6 years free of charge    

Price per person Adult € 47,00             Child 0-2 years free of charge    

Multilingual sightseeing tours in Venice 
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ABSOLUTE VENICE SAN MARCO/ SANTA MARIA FORMOSA/ MARCO POLO HOUSE/
DOGES’ PALACE •VISIT•/SAN MARCO BASILICA•VISIT•
Explore the heart of Venice joining our daily guided tours: - the morning tour of San Marco square, worldwide known for its unique beauty and architecture. 
You will discover San Marco Basilica with its imposing campanile and the enchanting Palazzo Ducale  (entrances are not included). The Palazzo Ducale 
represented for centuries the seat of the Venetian political power. In his splendid rooms, plastered and immersed in hundreds of masterpieces of painting, 
the Duke and his Council controlled the fate of a thousand-year history republic. You’ll live it together with a Guide that will show you the halls of power, 
plunging you in a very particular historical context: the European Middle Ages and the immediately following centuries. You’ll be surprised of the rich details 
of the gold staircase, of the realism of the scenes depicted by many artists who have decorated this building, you will relive the anguish of the prisoners 
crossing the famous Bridge of Sighs, and entering the Venetian prisons, famous for hosting Giacomo Casanova. The Golden Basilica, enjoy a full visit of this 
masterpiece of byzantine art, unique of its kind in Italy, you'll have the pleasure to savour beautiful gold mosaics and marble inlays of the floors, sitting comfor-
tably while our guide will show you the represented biblical scenes, the history and the particularities of this ancient basilica. Admire The Pala d'oro, exquisite 
example of the byzantine art with its thousands of gems and precious stones; enjoy the view of the Treasury, a splendor of the religious art collected along 
the centuries.  
What’s included: Professional guide Tickets Headset if necessary  
What's not included: Transportation Hotel pick up/drop off Extras  Duration: 4 hours  
Operating days: Daily except Sunday at 9h00 am - apply 15 minutes before Not operating: 25 december, 1 january,   
Meeting point: YEX office, under the Clock Tower, San Marco square  
Languages: 01/11/15-31/03/16 English: daily/Spanish: W-SA-SU / German: MO-F / French: TU-THU-SA 
                 01/04/16-31/10/16 multilingual: English, Spanish, German, French  Price per person: 

MURANO, BURANO, TORCELLO GUIDED TOUR
We sail past the island of S. Giorgio Maggiore, S. Elena gardens and the Lido, reaching Murano, worldwide known for its handmade glasses. Here we will 
have the first stop visiting an artistic glassblowing factory. Then, we will proceed to the island of Burano, famous for its hand lacemaking and for brightly-
coloured fishermen's houses. From here, across the sandbanks, we will arrive at Torcello where we can visit the ancient Basilica of S. Maria Assunta with 
its magnificent mosaics and the Church of S. Fosca, dating to the 11th-12th centuries.  
What’s included: Transportation by motorboat Professional local assistant
What's not included: Hotel pick up/drop off Extras  
Duration: 4 hours 30’  
Operating days: 01/11/15-24/03/16 Daily at 11h00 am - apply 15 minutes before 25/03/16-31/10/16 Daily at 11.30 am - apply 15 minutes before
Not operating / 15 may, 4 september   
Meeting point: Alilaguna ticket office San Marco  
Languages: 01/11/15-31/03/16 English: daily/Spanish: W-SA-SU / German: MO-F / French: TU-THU-SA 
                 01/04/16-31/10/16 multilingual: English, Spanish, German, French  Price per person: 

Price per person Adult € 85,00             Child 0-6 years free of charge    

Price per person Adult € 20,00             Child 0-6 years free of charge     

Multilingual sightseeing tours in Venice 




